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The Luanda International Trade Fair is the biggest showcase of national for national promotion, doing business and job creation. In fact, FILDA’S international character also has a fingerprint on promoting diversification of the economy. diversification of the economy. The fact that it is being held in the Zone, Luanda - Bengo, is a direct or indirect invitation to as a direct or indirect invitation to invest in Angola.

FILDA is the largest international trade event in Angola, and is an opportunity to consolidate established presences in this market and strengthen commercial relations.

The numbers speak for themselves...

1,300 Exhibitors
75,000 visitors
10 countries represented
Angola, officially the Republic of Angola, is the sixth largest African country, with an area of 1,246,700 km², a coastline of 1,650 km, and a land border of 4,837 km. The Republic of Angola is located on the western coast of Southern Africa, south of the Equator. Its main territory is bordered to the north and northeast by the Democratic Republic of Congo, to the east by Zambia, to the south by Namibia, and to the west by the Atlantic Ocean. The territory of Angola also includes the exclave of Cabinda, through which it borders the Republic of Congo to the north.

The country is divided into 18 provinces, whose main urban centers, apart from Luanda, are the cities of Huambo, Lobito, Benguela, and Lubango. The provinces are divided into municipalities, which in turn are subdivided into communes, neighborhoods, and/or villages.

**Capital:** Luanda  
**Currency:** Angolan Kwanza  
**Government:** Republic, Presidential, Unitary State  
**Official Language:** Portuguese